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The Three Pillars of a Viable Power Sector!
By Engr Tahir Basharat Cheema
President (Elect)
Institution of Electrical & Electronics Engineers Pakistan (IEEEP)
Muzzafargarh and KAPCO plants) would reduce the cost of
generation by at least Rs.6.00 per unit with an accumulative
positive effect on the yearly expenditures of PEPCO by upto
Rs.75 billion. The needed volume of gas can be made
available as part of a national policy. And as this is only
destined to be specially made available for 2-3 years,
concurrently efforts have to be made to convert all the
thermal plants, both in the public and the private sectors, to
coal. This can be done through PSDP funding, the public
private partnership (PPP) mode or simply through garnering
of the supplier’s or the buyer’s credit for conversion
equipment (including EPC contracts). All of these ways of
conversion are doable and can be taken up through a
consensus of the experts.

The power crises has catapulted the power sector to the
forefront. Every body is talking about it’s working and also
advising the government as to what needs to be done. Most
of the arm-chair experts talk about some missing power
policy and that necessary resolve is not evident. Some of
the more brave advice that alternate energy should be tapped
with wind and solar swinging the fates in our favour.
Though freeing ourselves from oil and gas is an important
requirement, the various pre-requisites to induction of
alternate energy and the needed financial depth is normally
swept under the carpet. That the base load requirements and
those pertaining to peaking demands are two different
realms needing different solutions is also conveniently
forgotten. There is thus a need to dilate upon the subject
and explain the various facets of a viable power sector.
And in order to do so, we will concentrate on the
generation, the fuel and the customer mix alone –
incidentally, the basic parameters of any viable power
sector.

The third of the pillars pertains to the issue of the lopsided
customer mix, which the utilities have to face at the
moment, having a burden of Rs.50 billion or so. As it is
simply detrimental to the financial stability of the utilities,
the issue is of equal importance in comparison to the
negative generation and fuel mix. It is seen that at present
out of the total 19.662 million customers of PEPCO, a hefty
9.3 million customers can in a way, be categorized as the
life line customers. These customers use upto a maximum
of 100 units per month and are being charged at very low
rates in comparison to rest of the customer base.

Going back to 1976, when Tarbela was commissioned and
which added a hefty 3600 MW to the national tally, we see
that the then hydel-thermal ration drastically changed and
improved in favour of hydel to 80:20. The record tells us
that the 20% thermal generation too was basically fueled by
gas and thus was not burdening the customers much.
Unfortunately, this trend which stabilized at 70:30 in favour
of hydro-generation has since changed for the worse and the
generation mix now stands at 30% only for the hydel
component with 46% of the rest using RFO as the fuel
against just 5.6% world average. The small usage of gas,
coal and nuclear fuel does not seem to list the balance away
from expensive oil.

The present tariff for the 1–50 units usage category is just
Rs.1.87 per unit, while the 1–100 units usage would allow
the DISCOs / KESC to bill the customers at the rate of
Rs.4.36 per unit. Imagine the level of these rates in
comparison to the calculated cost of service which at present
is a little above Rs.10.00 per unit on the average. In other
words, cross-tariff and general subsidies pay for the
sustenance of the utilities and to do away with the burden of
this group of customers and thus it is extremely onerous for
the utilities. As the subsidies do not fully cover the gap, the
loss has to be borne by the distribution companies or have to
be passed on the other categories of customers in shape of
enhanced tariffs. Unfortunately, this category of customers
is on the increase due to heightened rural electrification and
unplanned urbanization through what is known as the Kachi
Abadies.

As presently, the hydel tariff being changed by WAPDA is
Rs.1.18 per unit while the same for RFO fired thermal units
can be above Rs.15.00 on the average, one can imagine the
negative effect the changed ratio would have on the price of
electricity. However, one thing is for sure – the generation
mix has to necessarily change in favour of hydel plants. On
the other hand, as hydel generation depends upon the
completion of long gestation projects, which too are subject
to many a wrangling in the Pakistani context, we will have
to come-up with some other solution in the short run and
concurrently work on hydel projects in the long run. The
answer lies in the improvement of the fuel mix for the
thermal plants. This would be a change from the present
pre-dominantly RFO usage to gas in the first instance (for
about 2-3 years) and eventually the needed transfer to coal,
which can be indigenously mined or of the imported variety.
According to financial experts, changeover from RFO to gas
for about 3000 MW of thermal generation (at Jamshoro,

The question arises as to why should the socio-political
obligations of the governments be made to burden the
utilities. As such, the requirement is to bill all the
customers at a uniform rate – at least for the domestic, the
commercial, the industrial and the agriculture categories.
Consequently, the present load suppression model of tariff
formulation has to be scrapped and instead the more you
use, the less you pay model has to be accepted as the rule.
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On the other hand, because the less endowed customer too
has to be taken care of, the group can be supported through
targeted subsidies. Power stamps similar to food stamps of
the yesteryears and those in vogue in the developed world
and specifically the USA can also be issued. In other words,
the utilities would issue regular bills to all customers
including the life line category and at the time of payment,
the power stamps can be redeemed at the banks. The huge
data bank collected for the BISP through the poverty survey
can easily be used to assist the life line customers in getting
the subsidies. In this manner, both the customers and the
utilities can benefit.
Through the above measures, all the three basic pillars of a
healthy power system / sector can be strengthened –
otherwise, we will not be able to tackle the ongoing power
crises and nor would the sector be able to deliver. Infect,
spoiling of the generation, the fuel and the customer mix is
the reason for high power tariffs in the country. Capacity
shortages is another story needing separate space to dilate
upon.



The secret to a long life is to stay busy, get plenty of
exercise, and don’t drink too much. Then again don’t
drink too little
Hermann Smith-Johannson, at age 103



Anyone stops learning is old, whether at trwnety or
eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young.
Henry Ford



The first forty years of life give us the text, the next
thirty supply the commentary.
Arthony Schopenhauer



When good men die, their goodness does not perish.
Euripides



I am ready to meet my Maker. Whether my Maker is
prepared for the ordeal of meeting me is another matter.
Winston Churchill



If you are afraid to die, you will not be able to live.
James Baldwin



Remember that the most beautiful things in the world
are most useless; peacocks and lilies, for instance.
John Ruskin



Whatever’s begun in anger ends in shame.
Benjamin Franklin



Constant attention by a good nurse may be just as
important as a major operation by surgeon.
Dag Hammarskjsld



Look to your health, and if you have it, praise God, and
value it next to a good conscience; for health is the
second blessing that we mortals are capable of; a
blessing that money cannot buy.
Izzak Walton



One must eat to live, not live to eat.

****
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People who drink to drwon their sorrow should be told
that sorrow knows how to swim.
Ann Landers
Character is the result of two things – mental attitude
and the way we spend out time.
Elbert Hubbard
What’s the difference between a stumbling block and
stepping stone?
The way you approach it.

Queuing Theoretic Analysis of a WSN based Earthquake Monitoring System

Sanam Memon*, Wanod Kumar*,
and Muhammad Asim Ali**
*Department of Electronic Engineering, MUET Jamshoro, Pakistan
**Department of Electrical Engineering, Sukkur IBA, Pakistan
a detailed analysis based on queuing theory for modeling
WSN is carried out for analyzing the mean system delay and
utilization. Single node of WSN acts as a complete QCN
node and combination of number of nodes represents a
network of nodes (i.e. WSN). Theses nodes transmit their
packets to a centralized node which further communicate
these packets to main office using wireless/wired backhaul
link.

Abstract:
Earthquake monitoring and detection has been in great
focus for many years. A possible solution of this problem is
the deployment of an efficient system that can generate the
warning for the earthquake as early as possible. This kind
of deployment not only helps to save human lives but also
provides support in exploring many hidden facts about great
disaster. In this paper, performance analysis of Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) based earthquake monitoring system
is carried out using queuing theory. The WSN nodes
transmit their data to a centralized node which further
sends this data to main station using a wireless/wired
backhaul link. This scenario is modeled using two queues;
M/M/1 queue and M/D/1 queue. The performance of the
system is evaluated and compared in terms of mean system
delay and utilization for both queuing models. The results
reveal that the system delay decreases with increase in the
data rate of the communication link (server).

Following the introduction, the paper is organized as
follows: Section II describes Related Work. Section III
presents Studied Scenario. In section IV, mathematical
model for the proposed design is discussed. The
performance analysis is carried out in section V. Paper
concludes in section VI.
II. Related Work
In [1], a novel early warning system for earthquake based on
WSN is proposed. This WSN consists of several thousands
of nodes, each node consists of a single antenna and these
nodes cooperate with each other to form a multiple antenna
WSN known as Virtual MIMO WSN. Researchers in [2]
believe that animals act abnormally before and after
earthquake and their behavior is helpful in the prediction of
an earthquake. On that basis, they have proposed an overall
network architecture in which middleware software
infrastructure, WSN, end user system, different detectors,
mobile base stations and animals play major role. In [3],
authors highlight the importance of location and density of
low cost sensors used in QCN in order to detect and monitor
the seismic activities efficiently and accurately.
Researchers in [4] have replaced traditional seismic
networks with a new, more efficient and inexpensive
alternate named as QCN using MEMs accelerometer. In [5]
authors have developed an accelerometer which provides
high sensitivity and a wide measureable range, while in a
traditional accelerometer, there is a tradeoff between the
measureable range and sensitivity.

Keywords: delay, earthquake, queuing, WSN.
I.

Introduction

Earthquake is a type of natural disaster. This disaster occurs
due to the sudden release of stored energy in the Earth's
crust that creates seismic waves [1]. On 26 December 2004,
an earthquake of magnitude 9.0 caused huge loss of human
lives in Indonesia and its neighboring countries. That great
loss motivated scientists and researchers to discover new
mechanisms for detecting and monitoring the earthquake so
that people can get warning in time, and thus any serious
loss can be avoided. The WSN based monitoring system is
one of these paradigms considered.
A node in wireless sensor network is capable of sensing,
processing, and communicating with other nodes in the
range or a centralized entity (node). This helps to observe
and react according to the condition in a particular
environment. WSNs are application specific; hence design
considerations are different for each application [2]. A node
in WSN consists of a transmitter, receiver or a transceiver
for detecting, measuring and transferring the data to the
central node/server. Such a network called Quake-Catcher
Network (QCN) is built upon the Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) software
for volunteer computing [3]. The QCN is a large network of
low-cost sensors connected to volunteer computers, in a
specific region to monitor seismic events.

Authors have designed an alarm system in [6] to determine
the magnitude of the longitudinal wave with the help of the
accelerometer and compared it with the predetermined
threshold. If that magnitude is found to exceed the
threshold, then the notification for earthquake in the form of
alarm is sent to the concerned alarm devices of the network.
Authors in [7] have taken initiative towards design of a new
wireless sensor node that is not having only minimum
physical size and less power consumption but also able to
perform simple processing on the acquired data in order to
reduce the amount of data that is to be stored at the node. It
is based on an ultra-low power System on Chip (SOC)
microcontroller with a temperature sensor and a 3-axis
accelerometer.

Recently, an increased interest has been observed to analyze
the network performance using analytical or simulation
tools before the actual deployment. In this regard the
Queuing theory offers a promising analytical solution to
evaluate the performance of such networks in terms of
quality of service (QoS) parameters. Therefore, in this work,
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In this section we present the analytical modeling of M/M/1
queue and M/D/1 queue.

Traditionally queuing theory has been used to analyze the
performance of communication networks. However, to the
best of our knowledge, little work has been carried out in
regards to WSN for earthquake monitoring using this
theory. In [8] WSN is modeled using the open queuing
network theory for path planning. The issue of path
planning is solved by calculating the path delay to find out
the optimal path for efficient data transmission in WSN.
Authors in [9] have derived the expression for the
distribution and first two moments for both steady state and
transient conditions for different random variables and then
investigated the output process of M/D/1 queuing system.

a) M/M/1 Queuing Model:
In scenario considered, each node transmits the data packet
with mean arrival rate
, hence the combined arrival
process becomes Poisson process with mean arrival rate
. These data packets are sent to a centralized node
for further communication to the main station using
backhaul connection. This scenario is modeled as M/M/1
queue [12]. Central node further forwards the data packets
with service rate µ using the First-In First-Out (FIFO)
priority. The complete representation of this WSN based
system for earthquake monitoring using M/M/1 is shown in
figure 1. Figure 2 shows the state transition diagram of
M/M/1 queue represented as a birth-death model.

The issue of WSN scaling is highlighted in [10]. Authors
found that network dynamics mainly depends on network
operations rather than environmental changes but
environment is able to put an unpredictable effect on sensor
network. They also found that network indicators can’t
identify the problem if small portion of nodes bottlenecks
the whole network.
It has been suggested in [11] that by using variable data rate
with automatic rate selection not only network latency but
also average power consumption can be reduced and is
essential for improving scalability and minimizing network
overhead. This technique when compared with other
techniques provided energy consumption with 40% saving.

Figure 2: The state transition diagram for M/M/1 queue
The equilibrium probability for M/M/1 queue is

III. Studied Scenario
is the traffic intensity,
is number of
where
packets [12]. To ensure the stability of the system,

The USB sensor/accelerometer and computing capability
constitute a single WSN node. The ground motion is
detected with the help of MEMS accelerometer present in
WSN node. The information (seismic data) is collected by
every node individually and transmitted to the centralized
node in terms of data packets as shown in Figure 1. The data

should be less than 1. It means that arrival rate is smaller
than service rate; otherwise the number of packets will keep
increasing with passage of time.
The mean number of packets in the system is

transmission (in form of packets) from
sensor nodes and
reception at centralized node is modeled as M/M/1 and
M/D/1 queues [12]. Here single server is considered which
is wireless/wired backhaul link to the main station. Without

The average delay experienced by each data packet is the
combination of waiting time in the queue and service time
and can be calculated using Little’s theorem [12] as

WSN nodes are
loss of generality, in this work,
assumed to have the same mean packet arrival rate
which further collectively sums to the
. Packet arrival
rate of each node follows a Poisson distribution with mean
. The arrived packets are further communicated to the
main station by central node using a service rate. Our aim in
this paper is to analyze the performance of WSN based
earthquake monitoring using queuing theory in terms of
average system delay and utilization.

The utilization of the system is given by

a) M/D/1 Queuing Model:
In M/D/1 queuing model, the arrival process is Poisson
distributed and service time of each packet is constant [9].
Service time is fixed because both the packet length and the
data rate of link are deterministic.
The mean number of packets in the system
Figure 1: Queuing Model for the Proposed System
IV. Analytical Modeling
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The mean system delay in this model is

the traffic intensity becomes half compared to the
parameters considered for results shown in Figure 3. With
this communication link, each packet is served faster. In this
system setup, as shown in Figure 4, the mean delay for

V. Performance Evaluation

M/M/1 queue at
is less than
compared
to previous setup (with link rate of 1 Mbps) where it was

All
WSN nodes send their data to a centralized node as
shown in figure 1. The communication through this central
node is modeled as both M/M/1 and M/D/1 queue. The real

. Moreover, for M/D/1 queue, the mean delay
about
is lower compared to M/M/1 queue.
-4

packet length (i.e.
) used in [11] is considered
here. The communication link used for transferring data
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x 10

M/M/1 packet size 100 Byte data rate 2Mbps
M/D/1 packet size 100 Byte data rate 2Mbps
6.5

Mean System Delay (sec)

from
WSN nodes to the main station through
centralized node has data rate of 1Mbps [10]. Hence, the
mean service rate turns out to be
. In this
work, we evaluate the performance of the WSN for
earthquake monitoring using average packet delay and
utilization as QoS metrics for both M/M/1 and M/D/1
queuing models.
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5

4.5

Figure 3 shows the impact of traffic intensity on the system
delay. This analysis of mean system delay is necessary in
order to select the values of ρ (traffic intensity), in such a
way that the delay can be as minimum as possible and the
warning for earthquake may be generated and processed in
time. The results reveal that the average delay of the data
packets increases with the increase in ρ values. In case of
M/M/1 queue, the system delay is very low for
.
The delay starts to increase rapidly when ρ exceeds 0.2.
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Figure 4: System Delay as a function of Traffic Intensity
with 2 Mbps link

0.8
M/M/1 packet size 100 Byte data rate 1Mbps
0.7

This is because the arrival of data packets from
WSN
nodes increases and a single server has fixed service
capability. The maximum mean delay caused by the system

0.6

0.5
Utilization

to the data packets generated by source nodes is
. In
case of M/D/1 queue, the service time (provided by single
server) is fixed for each WSN packet and the mean system
delay is reduced compared to the M/M/1 queuing model.
This is due to the uniformity of the service rate.
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Figure 5: Utilization as a function of Traffic Intensity
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System utilization is directly proportional to the traffic
intensity values for both queuing models. The utilization is
the measure of how much server is busy and is equal to .
It is due to the fact that ρ depends on the arrival of packets
(with the mean service rate of the system is kept constant).
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Traffic Intensity

0.5
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As arrival rate of data packets increases,
increases and
this in turn causes utilization to increase. This effect always
gives a linear curve when utilization is plotted against traffic
intensity. It is shown for M/M/1 queue in Figure 5. M/D/1
queue has a linear trend as well.

0.8

Figure 3: System Delay as a function of Traffic Intensity
with 1 Mbps link

IV. Conclusion

Now, we consider data rate of communication link to be

In this paper, performance analysis of WSN based
earthquake monitoring system has been carried out. For this

with same packet size and data generation rate.
Hence, the service rate of the system doubles and value of
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purpose, we have considered
WSN nodes, assuming
that ground motion recorded by these nodes is presented in
terms of data packets, and these data packets are transmitted
to a central node. The combined arrival rate from these
nodes at centralized node becomes a multiple Poisson
process with mean arrival rate
. The network has been
modeled as M/M/1 queue and M/D/1 queue. By considering
typical data rates for WSN and real packet length from
literature, the performance of the system has been evaluated
in terms of QoS parameters such as mean system delay and
utilization. The results show that average delay of the
system decreases with increase in data rate of link (server).
Moreover delay is less in case of M/D/1 queue compared to
M/M/1 queue. The results also show that utilization is a
linear function of traffic intensity.
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Hybrid Renewable Energy Source Implementation in Pakistan
Engr.Hamid Ali, Dr.Naeem Arbab,
Engr. Qazi Waqar Ali
University of Engineering & Technology, Peshawar Pakistan
the chance to become producer of easy and clean energy.
The solar systems can be installed on a small house or a big
industry. The solar panel uses the solar irradiance to
generate electrical energy. A solar panel uses energy of the
incident photons on its surface to generate electrical charge.
The solar panel consists of small silicon cells. The cell
output voltage for a single cell is of the order of 0.7V (under
open circuited conditions) which cannot be utilized for
power generation. These cells are placed in series-parallel
combinations to get usable voltage. The other renewable
energy resource is the wind energy. The wind energy is
utilized by converting the kinetic energy of wind in to
rotational motion by using a wind turbine. This rotational
motion is converted into usable electrical energy. For this
purpose a wind generator has been used which contains a
wind turbine and an alternator. The systems with only solar
or wind generation are productive but there are problems
linked with both of them. The solar power is not available
for 24 hours and wind is not continuous all the time. So a
hybrid system containing solar and wind has been designed
to overcome these shortcomings. A system has been
designed in this paper which utilises both solar and wind
power generation systems. Recent researches in the field of
renewable resources shows that the solar and wind hybrid
power generation system can work with increased outputs
and increased practicality [6]. The block diagram of this
system has been shown below

Abstract
A solar-wind hybrid power generation system has been
presented here. The application based system illustrated in
this paper is designed on the basis of the solar and wind
data for Pakistan. The power generated by the system is
intended for domestic use. The most common source of
unconventional power in homes is battery based UPS
(Uninterrupted power supply) inverter. The UPS inverter
charges the battery with conventional grid power. This
system will charge the battery of UPS inverter by using only
wind and solar power, which will make the system cost
effective and more reliable. The reason for using both solar
and wind is that recent studies have proven that combined
system can be more productive and consistent and other
thing is that neither of them can be used for continuous
power generation. In the system illustrated in this paper the
solar-wind system provides power periodically which is
controlled by electronic methods and a microcontroller is
used to monitor the power from both the inputs. The
switching action is provided from the microcontroller to the
battery charging based on the power received from solar
photovoltaic panel and wind generators. In this paper, an
efficient system has been presented comprising of solar
panel, wind generator, charge controller and charge
storage unit (battery). Solar panel is selected as the main
input and the wind resource will be used only in the absence
of the solar photovoltaic (PV) output.
Keywords photovoltaic, hybrid, UPS, grid
1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent times the need for energy has increased
globally. The electrical energy has now become the base for
almost everything. This has made us to increase our energy
production which in turn has put extra pressure on our nonrenewable resources. The other way is to generate energy by
using renewable resources of energy. The renewable
resources like hydro power are being utilized to generate
power but these projects take years to complete and there
are lots of other factors involved which discourages these
projects. The more suitable form of renewable energy in the
modern era is the solar energy. The solar energy can be
utilized in many ways. The two of the most basic uses of
sun light to make electrical energy are:


Solar Photovoltaic.



Solar Thermal.

Fig 1: Block diagram of the solar wind hybrid system
2. OBJECTIVES
The rising environmental pollution, limited fossil fuels and
natural gas reserves and the unfriendliness of their use for
electric power production is resulting in growing interests in
the utilization of renewable sources of producing electrical
energy. The emerging green technologies like photovoltaic
and wind turbine generator technologies is creating
opportunities for generating electric power in an harmless
manner throughout the world.
Estimates by the World Bank claim that as much as 40
percent of the world population still lives in villages and
rural areas are not tied to utility grids. A more feasible way
of providing electricity to such rural arias is by using the
new renewable technologies rather investing in transmission
infrastructure to connect them to the main utility power
grids. For the villages farther than 3 KM from the nearest

Solar photovoltaic is a system to convert light energy
(photons) into electrical energy. Solar thermal means to use
the heat energy of the sun to generate electrical energy
thermally. The solar water heaters and steam based solar
turbine are the systems where solar thermal technique is
used. The paper presented here is based on the solar
photovoltaic systems. The solar photovoltaic has given us
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transmission line, it is usually economically more
convenient to use a hybrid based stand alone system.

wind turbine and solar technology is one of the most
capable alternative energy technologies.

Solar radiation and wind speed are having complementary
profiles among the unpredictable and randomly behaving
renewable energy sources. Stand alone hybrid system
usually take advantages of this particular characteristics
combing photo voltaic panel and wind mills in conjunction
with a diesel power backup generator. However diesel
generator demands fuel supply then their use in isolated as
can be troublesome and, in comparison with renewable
energy source, uneconomical. In some application they can
be avoided by including in the system adequate energy
devices like battery bank. Since storage cost in all represent
the major economic restraint, usually PV and wind systems
are appropriately sized to minimize its requirements. So
wind power is lower in cost than PV power approximately
by a factor of five, so it often gets the main role in
generation.

Table 1

Non Renewable and Renewable

Non-Renewable

Renewable

•

Natural gas

•

Hydro

•

Ultra supercritical
Pulverized coal

•

Wind

•

Integrated coal
Gasification

•

Solar

•

Nuclear

•

Biomass

•

Ultra clean coal
combined cycle

•

Geothermal
/ hot rocks

5. Advantages of Wind Energy
The most significant advantage of the wind energy is that it
is produced by the source which is most unlikely to vanish as
compared to other natural sources like coal, natural gas.

3. Requirement of Alternates of Energy and its Scope in
Pakistan

Wind energy is safe for the environment because it does not
produce chemicals like Carbon dioxide. So it does not
pollute air.

Due to the advancement in electronics almost every
appliance that we use now is running on electrical energy.
According to the predictions of the IEA (International
Energy Agency) the natural sources (Water, Natural Gas) of
electrical energy that are used most commonly for electrical
energy production will be able to provide energy till 203035. Reacting on these facts provided by IEA many countries
are taking steps to get maximum energy from other natural
sources for their future use. Realizing this problem Pakistan
is also taking steps to provide energy from other sources and
the main concentration is on Wind and Solar technologies.
Pakistan government has a goal of getting at least 7% of the
total energy from these two sources by year 2030.
Achieving 9700 MW from wind power is planned by year
2030. With this government will be able to provide 7874
far-flung distant of utility grids villages of Balochistan and
Sindh Provinces. Alternative Energy Development Board
(AEDB) is looking for the National and International
companies which are interested in producing energy from
the alternate sources. AEDB has started its first phase of
providing electricity to the 400 remote areas of Sindh and
Balochistan within few years.

The most cost effective source of energy among the
renewable energy sources is the wind energy, which costs
only 4 to 6 American cents per KWH relating to the
environment and location of the installation.
The most suitable place for wind turbines is farms and
mostly farms are placed in countryside areas and this will
also help in providing electricity in rural areas.
Wind energy is “home-grown” and green (i.e environment
friendly)
6. Disadvantages
Wind power is an economical energy source but its initial
cost is much greater than the initial investment of other
energy sources like coal and natural gas.
Now a day’s most of home appliances are dependent on
electricity so they require electricity for 24 hours, but wind
energy source can not provide energy all the time because
wind does not blow all the time.
A wind power source does not produce chemicals as other
sources do but they produce noise pollution which is caused
by the movement of its rotor blades.

4. Hybrid Power System
A hybrid power system is in which the load is provided by
two or more power sources. Renewable energy sources,
such as solar and wind are normally combined with each
other because they are the most powerful energy sources.
Hybrid systems can be designed to fulfil the requirements at
lowest acceptable cost, which is the key to getting market.

7. Advantages of Solar Energy
Solar cells convert the solar radiation directly into the
electricity using photovoltaic effect without going through a
thermal process.
Deserts and remote areas are ideal place for the solar power
generation because they provide maximum solar power and
the space for the solar panels. So this will help in providing
the electricity to the rural areas of Pakistan.

The energy consumption is gradually increasing and the
deregulation of electricity has caused that the amount of
production capacity of high power stations cannot fulfil the
demand. A method to fill out the space is to make
alternative energy sources e.g. wind turbine, solar panels,
micro turbines and photovoltaic system. Now a day the

Solar cells are reliable, modular, durable and generally
maintenance free and therefore, suitable energy in isolated
and remote areas.
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Solar cell are quite, compatible with almost all environment s
respond instantaneously to solar radiation and have an
expected lifetime of 20 or more years.

10. Current Wind energy applications in Pakistan:
AEDB installed a total of a 140 micro Wind Turbines (139
of 500 watt each and one of 10 KW) in remote village of
Sindh and Balochistan Provinces to supply power to
residents for household utilization. The mechanism was
designed such that one turbine was utilized to electrify 5
household. Most of the turbines installed by AEDB were
imported from China and a few were manufactured locally.
The details in this regard are as follows:

8. Disadvantages
Currently, solar energy is only viable for individual
household use rather than large-scale production.
In winter, there is a decrease in power generated due to the
decrease in sun and there is no generation at night.
Highway Emergency Telephones are being powered using
solar energy.
Keeping vaccine
refrigerators.

and

medicine

cold

by

10.1 Imported
A total of 124 micro wind turbines of 500 watt capacity were
imported from China. The turbines were of (Model No. and
detail). These turbines have been installed as per detail given
below.

powering

“Empower Consultants of New Zealand is a renewable
energy specialist is working on the project in the desserts of
Gawadar (Balochistan). The goal of the project is to provide
approximately 30 kWh and to facilitate the poor people of
that remote area.” “ The ‘prime mover’ for the project is
centered on a 6 kW solar PV array, with a 10 kW inverter,
large capacity (90 kWh) battery bank, 100 Amp 120 VDC
solar charge controller and 7 kW backup diesel generator
forming the backbone of the system”.

All these turbines have satisfactory results. The functionality
of these turbines has been very good. Though, overall system
installed in house experienced failure. Almost 60% of the
turbines got drained. This happened because the dwellers
utilized more power than permitted.
10.2 Locally manufactured
A total of 15 micro wind turbines 500 watt capacity were
developed through local market. The generators for these
turbines were imported from China. Resets of the unit were
manufactured within the factory. The developer was Shah
Kamal, Karachi. These turbines were installed in following
locations.

Solar energy does not have large scale implementation in
Pakistan. Different companies are making, watches,
calculators and cellular phones powered by photovoltaic
cells, battery chargers, garden lights and low power
photovoltaic lamps.
The Siemens Pakistan has installed microwave link repeater
stations on the Lahore-Islamabad Motorway, in the Salt
Range area and more than 350 emergency call boxes.

These turbines have not given successful results due to
malfunctioning blade design. Most of these have been
dismantled.

9. Current solar energy applications in Pakistan

11. Pakistan Council for Renewable Energy Technologies

Now in Pakistan different technologies are using Solar and
photovoltaic technologies on small scale.

PCRET installed a total of 134 micro wind turbines in
remote villages of Sindh Province to supply power to
residents for household utilization. Most of the turbines
installed by PCRET were imported from China and a few
were imported from China and a few were manufactured
locally. The details in this regard are as follows.

9.1. Solar Water Pumping & Home Electrification in a
Balochistan, Pakistan
The main purpose of this project was to help women who are
working to get water from the well and also to provide the
villagers lights in the evening. This will also help villagers to
save money.

11.1 Imported
In year 2002, 14 micro wind turbines (6 of 500 Watts each
and 8 of 300 watts each) were imported from China. out of
these , 8 were installed in coastal belt of Balochistan ( 3 at
Dhoajee, 2 at Phore and 3 at Mata Mandar Hinglaj, Lasbella)
and 6 wind turbines were installed in the coastal areas of
Sindh (one at super High way Karachi, 3 at Gujjo and 2 at
Kharo Chan).

This project was a low cost because most of the components
installed do not require any maintenance. PV panels used
have an average life of 30 years. Hand pump is expected to
last about 4 years. The lights have also estimated life of
about 1 year. Both photovoltaic and solar thermal
technologies have great potential and application in Pakistan;
however, they are not being utilized on major scale
anywhere in Pakistan. On small scales the solar energy has
been utilizing for more than 25 years. The following is some
of the application areas of solar thermal and photovoltaic
technologies.

In 2004, PCRET imported 116 micro wind turbines of 500
watts each and installed in remote coastal areas of Sindh and
Balochistan. Through this Project, 1,430 household have
been given electricity. All these turbines were also china
made, PCRET has Installed these turbines through its own
expertise.

Most efficient way to utilize solar energy is using
photovoltaic cells it converts solar radiations into dc voltage.
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11.2 Local

Block Diagram

PCRET also has made efforts to initiate local manufacturing
0f 500 watts wind turbines under ToT from China and 5-10
Kw wind turbines under ToT from some European countries.
These turbines have passed all the laboratory tests and now
are going under field testing phase, the details of private
company who have been engaged by PCRET.

Wind
Mill

Inverter

Transfo
rmer

48V
Battery

12. Current Wind energy applications in Pakistan

Solar
Panel

Windmills are also used to provide electricity for the street
lights. These types of street lights are used at Defense
Housing Authority (DHA)

14. Future Enhancements
14.1 Low Cost Wind Turbine Implementation
In future a low cost wind turbine can be constructed that can
be connected to our system with some enhancements.
14.2 Solar Panels with Tracking System
Developing a tracking system for the solar panels which will
ensure maximum energy transfer from sun.
14.3 Improving capacity of batteries at low cost
Another aspect that can be improved is the increase in
capacity of batteries.
14.4 Efficient and Low cost Solar Panels
Someone can work on the solar panels so that to make them
cost effective.
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The graph below is showing the percentage use of the
electricity for the different sectors of Sindh. This graph
shows that maximum consumption is in domestic sector as
the electricity costs more when it is produced from the
conventional sources, so there should be some concern for
the production of electricity from the other natural resources.
Graph-2: Electricity consumption in province of Sindh
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13. Proposed Work:
The main objective of the project is that it should be able to
run 1 KW load at 50 Hz. We have divided this project into
different phases and each phase has a specific goal.
The top level diagram of a hybrid renewable energy source
is given below:
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ripple minimization, inductor size reduction, and uniform
heat dissipation [5]–[8].

Abstract
This research paper introduces the interleaving of two
switched-inductor hybrid units for increasing output DC
voltage of a DC converter. The benefits of the proposed
converter include high DC voltage gain and reduced ripple
current. The proposed converter operates in four modes,
working of all the four modes are discussed. A conventional
method of controlling the proposed converter is adopted.
Simulated steady state analysis including waveforms of
converter input current, inductor current and voltages,
power electronics switching device current and voltages,
output load current and voltages are presented. Results
show that the proposed converter demonstrates the
maximum efficiency of approximately 85% at a duty ratio of
0.4.
Index Terms
Energy Conversion, Fuel Cells, Energy System Modeling,
DC-DC Power Conversion, Interleaved Step-Up Dc
Converter, Switched-Inductor Step-Up Dc Converter.

The switched-inductor hybrid circuit technique as presented
by Axelrod et al. [10], provides an excellent high DC
voltage gain. In addition, this technique reduces current
stresses in the power electronic switching devices that lead
to low conduction losses [10]–[11], however, the issue of
ripple current may rise as D decreases.
This research paper proposes a circuit topology that

1. INTRODUCTION
Wing to the overwhelming applications of fuel cells (FC),
electrical engineers and researchers have contributed
remarkable research in this area. The major research areas
include portable power, transportation, and connection of
FCs to distribution-grid (distributed generation). An
inherent characteristic of a typical FC is that it generates
low DC output load voltage [1], which is usually less than
the voltage required for DC-link voltages. Therefore, FCs
are used in various applications by means of a DC step-up
boost converter. One disadvantage of conventional DC
boost converter is that the filter-capacitor is normally large
to reduce the ripple current. Another problem is that the
output load voltage is sensitive to duty ratio D, especially
when this ratio ranges from 0.5 to 1 [2].
Isolated DC boost converters equipped with power
transformers are normally bulky in volume. The parasitic
inductance of the transformer cause efficiency degrading
factors such as unavoidable voltage burden, excessive
transient current, conduction losses during the turning on
and off the power electronics switching element, and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) [3]. Conventional DC
converters employing coupled-inductors or flyback
transformers, comfortably step up output voltage,
nevertheless the leakage inductance of the coupled inductor
causes high voltage stress and decreases the efficiency [4].
Techniques have been proposed to resolve the above
mentioned problems [5]–[11]. Interleaved DC boost
converters include features such as output load current

Fig. 1. The proposed interleaved switched-inductor hybrid DC boost
circuit.

Fig. 2 Generation of the duty cycle signal. (a) control circuit scheme. (b)
the timing waveforms.
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Fig. 2 Various operating modes along with current-flow path, of the of the proposed switch-inductor hybrid DC converter. (a) Mode 1. (b) Mode 2. (c)
Mode 3. (d) Mode 4

interleaves two switched-inductor hybrid units. The merit
of using the switched-inductor hybrid unit is that it
provides a DC voltage gain to the load. Whereas, the
merit of interleaving includes ripple current reduction,
whereas another merit is that additional switched-inductor
hybrid units can be interleaved, and the circuit may be
expanded. It is understood that by interleaving additional
switched-inductor hybrid units, the ripple current may
further decrease. Such a technique may aid in reducing
the filter capacitor size. The scope of this research paper
is to demonstrate the interleaving of only two switchedinductor hybrid units.

This triangular voltage is fed to the inverting terminal of
operational amplifier (op-amp) 1 and to the non-inverting
terminal of op-amp 2. Both op-amps are being used as
comparators. The non-inverting terminal of op-amp 1 is
provided with the reference voltage vREF. The inverting
terminal of op-amp 2 is provided with a modified
reference voltage vREF , given as
''
vREF
= VCC − vREF

(1)

Where VCC is the peak voltage of triangular voltage
waveform as shown in Fig. 2(b). The outputs of op-amps 1 and -2 are connected to separate commercial MOSFET
drivers such as model IR2110 manufactured by
International RectifierTM. The output voltage signals of
individual drivers, i.e., vG1 and vG2, drive the gateterminals of MOSFET-1 and -2, respectively.

2.

INTERLEAVED SWITCHED-INDUCTOR
HYBRID DC BOOST CONVERTER
Fig. 1 displays the proposed interleaved switchedinductor hybrid DC boost converter circuit. A fuel cell is
connected to two switched-inductor hybrid units, where
switched-inductor hybrid unit number 1 consists of
inductors L1 and L2 and fast-switching diodes D1, D2, and
D3. Similarly, switched-inductor hybrid unit number 2
consists of inductors L3 and L4 and the fast-switching
diodes are D4, D5, and D6. Switched-inductor hybrid unit
number 1 and 2 are interleaved by the help of MOSFET’s
-1 and -2, respectively. Diodes D7 and D8, and D9, are
used as reverse current blocking diodes. Whereas C1 is a
filter capacitor and RL is the load resistance. It is assumed
the inductors L1, L2, L3, and L4, have identical symmetry
and value.

2.2 Working of a Switched-Inductor Hybrid Unit
Depicted in Fig. 1, the working of a switch-inductor
hybrid unit will be presented. For example, as MOSFET-1
is switched ON inductor L1 is energized through D3, and
L2 is energized though D2. The voltage polarity appearing
across inductors L1 and L2 are the same as of the fuel cell
voltage, VDC, under such condition the inductors appear in
parallel configuration. If iL1 is the current in L1, and iL2 is
the current in L2, since the inductors are in symmetry,
then

iL1 = iL 2 =

2.1 Generation of Control Sequence

VDC
L1

( t2 − t1 )

(2)

where t1 and t2 represent the starting and ending time of
mode-1, respectively.

Fig. 2(a) displays the control scheme where a function
generator generates a triangular voltage waveform, vT.
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Fig. 3 Simulated response of the proposed switched–inductor hybrid DC converter (a) for D= 0.3 (b) for D= 0.5 (c) for D= 0.7

vL = VDC + vL1 + vL 2

However, when MOSFET-1 is switched OFF, the voltage
polarity of inductors L1 and L2 reverses in direction. The
reverse polarity across inductors L1 and L2 reverse bias
diodes D2 and D3, respectively. With D2 and D3 reversed
biased, the current flowing in L1 flows through and D1 and
then through L2. Therefore, inductors L1 and L2 become a
series circuit. Assuming a zero voltage drop across a
conducting diode, the voltage appearing across the load, vL,
is expressed as,

(3)

2.3 Working of the proposed circuit
With reference to Fig. 1, the steady state analysis of the proposed
interleaved switched-inductor hybrid DC converter is described in
the following four modes. It should be noted that both MOSFETs
have same turn-on and turn-off times.
Mode-1: Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the instant when MOSFET-1 is
turned ON and MOSFET-2 is OFF. Inductors L1 and L2, of
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switched-inductor hybrid unit 1, appear in parallel configuration
and are charged with a constant voltage. For the switched-inductor
hybrid unit 2, since MOSFET-2 is turned, the inductors L3 and L4
appear in series configuration. The voltage stress observed at
source-terminals of MOSFET-2 is essentially equal to the output
load voltage.

Parameter
iIN
vL1, vL2, vL3, vL4
iL1, iL2, iL3, iL4
vD2, vD3, vD5, vD6
vMOS1, vMOS2
iMOS1, iMOS2
vL
iL
iC1

Mode-2: Fig. 3(b) demonstrates the instant when both MOSFET-1
and -2 are turned off. The inductors of switched-inductor hybrid
unit 1 are now in series configuration. Similarly, the inductors of
switched-inductor hybrid unit 2 are now also in series
configuration In this mode inductors of both switched-inductor

D = 0.3
Min.
Max.

D = 0.5
Min.
Max.

D= 0.7
Min.
Max.

2.1
-6.2
0.75
-5.33
0.43
-0.1
23.4
1.56
-0.6

7
-13
1.93
-12.13
1.1
-0.1
37.5
2.5
0.8

20.37
-26.12
6.1
-25.24
3.38
-0.1
56.44
3.76
-4.3

4.12
13.78
1.56
0.86
26.51
3.13
24.8
1.65
1

10.27
13
3.24
0.86
40
6.4
38.4
2.5
2.56

28.13
10.7
7.54
0.91
66.34
15.08
64.58
4.3
3.85

Unit
A
V
A
V
V
A
V
A
A

Fig. 4 Simulated performance of various parameters of the proposed switch-inductor hybrid DC converter circuit as D ranges from 0 to 1 (a) shows the
average input current (b) shows the power dissipation in MOSFETs -1 and -2 (c) shows the average output load voltage (d) shows the efficiency

3.

hybrid units are essentially discharging via the load. The voltage
stress observed at source-terminals of both MOSFETs is
essentially equal to the output load voltage.

SIMULATED RESULTS

The proposed interleaved switched-inductor hybrid DC
converter circuit is simulated using Proteus Virtual System
Modeling (VSM)TM software from Labcenter ElectronicsTM.
Proteus VSMTM had been selected as it routines mixed mode
SPICE1 circuit simulations. SPICE abbreviates for Simulation
Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis.

Mode-3: Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the instant when MOSFET-1 is
turned off and MOSFET-2 is on. For the switched-inductor
hybrid unit 1, the inductors L1 and L2 appear in series
configuration. The voltage stress observed at source-terminal of
MOSFET-1 is essentially equal to the output load voltage.
Inductors L3 and L4, of switched-inductor hybrid unit 2, appear
in parallel configuration and are charged with a constant voltage,
i.e., VDC.

With reference to Fig. 1, the circuit parameters are set as
follows; input voltage VDC=15V, inductors L1, L2, L3, and L4 =
500µH each, capacitor C1 = 10µF (polarized capacitor), diodes
D1 to D9 are fast switching diodes (e.g., model number SUF15J),
both MOSFETs -1 and -2 were IRFP460, whereas RL=15Ω.
These circuit parameter were so selected that the converter
operates in continuous conduction mode (CCM).

Mode-4: Fig. 3(d) demonstrates the instant when MOSFETs-1
and -2 are both turned on. In this mode, all inductors of
switched-inductor hybrid unit 1 and 2 appear in parallel
configuration, and are in charging state. During this mode-4,
since the diodes D7, D8, and D9, are reversed biased, therefore,
the capacitor C1 discharges through the load resistor.

The control signals for driving the MOSFETs-1 and -2 as shown
in Fig. 2, were generated by setting the frequency of the
triangular voltage waveform to 10kHz, and a peak voltage, VCC,
= 10V. As indicated in the figure, the duty cycle is variable from
0 to 1. The reference voltage, vREF, was variable from 0 to 10 V.

Table 2. Proposed Interleaved Switched-Inductor Hybrid Dc Boost
Converter Maximum And Minimum Voltage And Current Values For
Variuosd Kept Equal To 0.3, 0.5, And 0.7

1) Results for D = 0.3 (D < 0.5): Fig. 4(a) displays the voltage
and current waveforms of the proposed interleaved switchedinductor hybrid DC boost converter for D = 0.3. Only mode-1, 2, and -3, are present whereas mode-4 is absent. For an input
voltage of 15V, the minimum and maximum voltage and current
values of various circuit components are summarized in Table I.
Such a summary may also be useful in determining thermal
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four-modes with the help of interleaved switching technique.
The main advantage of the proposed converter is the lower
stored energy in the magnetic elements, which leads to less
weight, size and cost reduction for the inductors. As more
switched-inductor hybrid units are interleaved the filter capacitor
size can be reduced. Simulated results of the proposed converter
substantiate the performance of the design system.

properties of electronic components in the circuit. The observed
average DC output voltage is approximately equal to 24 V.
2) Results for D = 0.5: Fig. 4(b) displays the voltage and current
waveforms of the proposed interleaved switched-inductor hybrid
DC boost converter for D = 0.5. Only mode-1 and -3, are present
whereas mode-2, and -4 are absent. For an input voltage of 15V,
the minimum and maximum voltage and current values of
various circuit components are summarized in Table I. The
observed average DC output voltage is approximately equal to
38V.
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Observations of average input current, power-dissipation in
MOSFET-1 (also applicable to MOSFET-2), output load
voltage, and efficiency of the proposed converter, as a function
of D are presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) displays that the input
current increases exponentially as D increases. For a value of D
beyond 0.7 the input current becomes excessive large. This can
be explained as follows. The input current is consumed only at
the time when MOSFETs-1 or -2 are switched on (at their
respective time), for values of D less than 0.5, since this the
switching time of MOSFETs is small as compared to turn-off
time therefore the input current is consumed less. However, as D
increase beyond 0.5, the MOSFET turn-on time exceeds the turn
off time and thereby, causing more current to be consumed from
the source. Fig. 5(b) indicates the consequences of increasing
the input current is faced by the MOSFETs in the form of large
dissipation loss and large stress voltage (also Table I). Fig. 5(c)
suggests that the load voltage of proposed interleaved switchedinductor hybrid DC boost converter may be considered linear for
D ranging from 0 to 0.6. An interesting observation is regarding
the efficiency of the proposed converter as shown in Fig. 5(d).
The simulated results indicate that the proposed converter shows
highest efficiency of 85 % for D = 0.4.
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CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this research is to put forward a model
of the interleaved switched-inductor hybrid DC converter.
Results have shown that the proposed interleaved switchedinductor hybrid DC converter shows stability for duty ratio
ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 . The proposed converter can operate in
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incessant is advantageous for advanced efficiency but this
requires larger antenna size, thus higher dielectric constant
for designing the compact antenna must be used [1].

Abstract
The cellular industry was brought into being about 25 years
from today, presently, producing $400 billion in annual
revenues, intensifying its growth to the hig hest scale, with
superlatively 4.1 billion subscribers from all around the
world. Moving back to the 1980's, heavily built cellular
handsets that were large and awkward to carry or move,
were soon replaced by advancements in VLSI technology
which empowered size reduction by using microprocessors
chips.
One of the techniques for decreasing the handset size is the
usage of compact antennas. A MPA (Microstrip Patch
Antenna) made up of a plane called “ground plane” at one
side of a patch. The other side of the patch contains
dielectric substrate. This type of antenna mostly used in
applications like mobile phones, satellite communications
and etc. because of its beneficial factors, such as less weight
/ volume, less construction costs, capability to assimilate
with MICs (microwave integrated circuits) and less profile
planar configuration. This research study is based on a
compact microstrip patch antenna which is radiated at 1.9
GHz for use in cellular phones and established results
present a practical antenna model for incorporation in
mobile phone.

Figure 1

MPA (Microstrip Patch Antenna)
structure [1].

I. INTRODUCTION
In its original structure, a MPA is basically made up of
dielectric substrate which have the plane called “ground
plane” at one side and radiating patch on the other side as
presented in Figure 1. Radiating patch is usually made up of
gold or copper which is conducting in nature, is capable to
pick any desired shape. The feed lines are engraved by using
a photomechanical process on the dielectric substrate. To
reduce the complexity of exploration and performance
prediction, the patch is kept circular, square, rectangle,
triangular, and ovate or more collective shapes as presented
in Figure 2. The rectangular shape patch length “L” is taken
in the range of 0.333
< L < 0.500 , where, the
is
“free space wavelength”. The patch on MPA is chosen to be
narrow such that t <<
where, “t” represents the
thickness of patch. Height of dielectric substrate “h” is
taken in the range of 0.0030
≤ h ≤ 0.050 . The
called “constant of the dielectric substrate” ( ) is taken to
be in the range of 2.20 ≤ ≤ 12.0 [1].

Figure 2 Microstrip patch element shapes [1].
II. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
The most basic elements for design of above said
rectangular MPA are as follow:
Operational Frequency ( ): It is designed to be
functioning in the range of frequency of PCS (1850-1990
MHz) and the resonant frequency of 1.90 GHz [2].
Dielectric constant of substrate ( ): Silicon is dielectric
material and is used in this antenna model.
of 11.90 is
selected for this model. The higher
is selected because of
reduction in size [1].
Dielectric substrate height (h): The dielectric substrate
height chosen in this design is 1.50 mm [1].
III. DESIGN PROCEDURE

MPA radiates predominantly due to the marginal area
between edge of the patch and ground plane. A dielectric
substrate with a greater bandwidth and low dielectric

The model used for this antenna design is transmission line
[3-10].
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∆L = 6.34550x10-4 m or 6.34550 mm.
Actual length of patch computation (L): The L is obtained
by following relation given below:

By putting
= 24x10-3m or 24.0 mm and ∆L =
-4
6.34550x10 m or 6.34550 mm we get:
L = 22.80x10-3 m = 22.80 mm.
Ground plane dimensions computation (
and
):
The TL model is only relevant to infinite ground planes, but
in case of practical deliberation, there must be a finite
ground plane. It has been proved that, if the ground plane
size is larger than six times the patch dimensions, the results
are similar for both finite and infinite ground planes.
Ground plane size / dimension for this antenna design
would be as:

Figure 3 Top view of MPA.
Width Computation (W): The relation given below is used
to calculate width of MPA.

= 6(1.5) +22.8 = 31.8mm

Putting the values of constant in the above equation c =
3x108 m/s,
= 11.90 and = 1.90x109 Hz.
W = 31.10x10-3 m or 31.10 mm.

= 6(1.5) +31.1 = 40.1mm

Effective dielectric constant computation (
): The
relation given below is used to calculate the effective
dielectric constant as:

Feed point location determination (
, ): In this
antenna design / model coaxial probe feed type is used. As
presenting in Figure 3, the center of the patch is regarded as
derivation and feed spot is specified by coordinates ( , )
from the derivation. The feed point on the patch must be at
that spot, where impedance (input impedance) is 50 Ω at
resonant frequency. Therefore, a method called trial and
error method is used to determine feed point and feed point
is chosen where the R.L (return loss) is proved to be
negative. A point is found there beside the patch, where R.L
is at the lowest degree. Therefore,
will be zero in this
design, and
will be assorted to search the optimum feed
point.

By putting,
= 11.90, W = 31.10x10-3 m or 31.10 mm and
-3
h=1.50x10 m = 1.50 mm we get:
= 10.78710.
Effective length computation (
):
of the
proposed antenna is computed by using the relation given
below:

IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULT

Putting
Hz, we get:

= 10.78710, c= 3x108 m/s and

The software which is put to use to conjure up the
microstrip patch antenna is FEKO software. It is complete
wave electromagnetic simulator which analyzes different
shapes of multilayer structure. It is used to plot and calculate
current distributions, S11 parameters, VSWR and radiation
patterns also. Putting it to simplicity, width and length of the
ground and patch rounded off to the following values as: L
= 22x10-3 m, W = 31x10-3 m,
= 31x10-3 m and Wg =
-3
40x10 m.

= 1.90x109

= 24x10-3 m = 24 mm.
Computation of length extension (∆L): Equation used to
calculate the extension length is given below:

A. Calculation of Antenna bandwidth and Return Loss:
For feeding, “co-axial probe type feed” is used. It is
designed to a radius of 0.50x10-3 m. 1.70x109 to 2.1x109 Hz
frequency range is selected. Approximately 401 points are
selected to determine the accurate / precise results.

Substituting
= 10.78710, W = 31.10x10-3 m or 31.10
-3
mm and h = 1.50x10 m or 1.50 mm we get:
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B. Plots of Radiation Pattern:
Elevation pattern for Φ = 90, Φ = 0 is important because
MPA radiates to its patch. Figure 5 below presents antenna
gain at 1.912x109 Hz for Φ = 90, Φ = 0 degrees. The
antenna’s greatest gain is obtained in broadside direction
and this gain is measured to be 1.87 dB both for Φ = 90 and
Φ = 0 degrees. The back lobe radiation is measured to be 5.30 dB for above plot which is very small. It also reduce
amount of electromagnetic radiations moving towards user’s
head and this is an additional benefit of using this antenna in
cellular phone. The three-Dimensional plots for this
proposed antenna are displayed in Figure 6 at different
angles.
C. Other Calculated Parameters:
Some other calculated parameters, thus named, 3-dB beam
width for the antenna at 1.9120 GHz, gain, antenna
efficiency, and directivity are (106.85, 110.24), 1.8717 dB,
42.77%, and 5.56 dB respectively.

Table 1 Center frequency, bandwidth and return loss
calculation for different feed location.
Bandwidth will be accessed from RL plot, whereas, center
frequency is chosen where the RL is least. The bandwidth is
from the category of frequencies above which the Return
loss is superior to -9.50 dB (where -9.50 dB corresponds to
a VSWR of 2). The optimum feed point according to the
table 1 is found at ( , ) = (4, 0) where RL -31.3585 dB is
achieved. The antenna bandwidth at this feed point is
calculated (shown in Figure 4) to be around 23.28 MHz and
the center frequency 1.9120 GHz is achieved. This
frequency is near to the required design frequency (1.9
GHz). It is also noted that the maximum bandwidth is
obtained at ( , ) = (4.75, 0).

Figure 5 Elevation Pattern of proposed antenna for Φ = 90,
Φ = 0 degree’s.

Figure 6

Figure 4 Return losses at different feed locations.
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(a) 3-diemensional radiation pattern in XZ plane along Y-axis.
(b) 3-diemensional radiation pattern in XY plane along Z axis.

V. CONCLUSION
The ground plane measurements for patch antenna is
devised to be 31 mm by 40 mm, while the patch
measurements stand at 22 mm by 31 mm, precisely, the
antenna is shrink well in accordance with the adjustment
space in a typical cellular phone, measuring about 14.5 cm
by 4.5 cm.
For compulsory antenna orientation, radiation pattern plots
are obtained. The decreased back lobe radiation saw its
remarkable invention, which helps in diminishing
electromagnetic energy amount radiated towards the head of
the phone holder. An adequate bandwidth of 23.28 MHz is
obtained in this proposed antenna design, which is also
beneficial for cellular gadgets in the PCS variety since 30
KHz channels are used by GSM and TDMA systems.
Aims have been set to encompass this concept in future to a
multiband design. Engineers have foreseen the advanced
future of cellular phones, and one of the features would
include a single handset to provide a large number of
applications. Indoors, the cell phone / handset would
function in identical frequency range of a cordless phone,
and attached to local telephone exchange. When outdoor,
handset would connect to mobile networks, and from a
distance, or far from home; the handset would connect via
satellite to arrange signals to the user.
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Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to
an understanding of ourselves.
Carl Jung



The mind is its own place, and is itself, can make a
Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven
John Milton



The object of all psychology is to give us a totally
different idea of the things we know best.
Paul Valey



Judgment is more than skill. It sets forth on intellectual
seas beyond the shores of hard indisputable factual
information.
Kingman Brester



I have always thought the actions of men the best
interpreters of their thoughts to old age.
Friedrisch Wilhelm Nietzche



Iron rusts from disuse, stagnant water loses its purity,
and in cold weather becomes frozen; ever so does
inaction sap the vigors of the mind.
Leonardo da Vinci



Everyman who expresses a honest thought is a soldier
in the army of intellectual liberty.
Robert G. Ingersoll



Learning without thought is labor lost; thought without
learning is perilous.
Walter Lippmann



One must learn to think well before learning to think
afterwards it proves too difficult.
Anatole France



When he who hears does not know what he who speaks
means, and when he who speaks does not know what he
himself means – that is philosophy.
Voltaire



The first test of a truly great man is his humility.
John Ruskin



Prejudice is the child of ignorance.
William Hazlitt



[11] www.feko.info.
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The nobler a man, the harder it is for him to suspect
inferiority in others.
Cicero
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section III. Simulation set up is described in section IV. In
the last section of this article, results have been analyzed
and performance of LR-PON OCDMA network is
evaluated.

Abstract:
In this article, the concept of long reach passive optical
network (LR-PON) is discussed in the opening section. A
number of access techniques are available but OCDMA
technology is proposed for this network. There are many
OCDMA coding schemes. Among these, a 2-D Prime/OOC
code family is selected for encoding and decoding in the LRPON on the grounds of its cardinality and good
performance. This combination is simulated with two users
to prove the feasibility of this scheme. The simulation is
done for 100 km without any dispersion compensating
arrangements. Results establish that this is a viable setup
and can be deployed in the future access networks for cost
efficiency and improved performance

II.

A general LR-PON architecture consists of an enlarged
shared optical fiber linking the central office (CO) and the
local user exchange, and optical splitter connecting
subscribers to the fiber. The basic idea of LR-PON is to
enhance the reach of the network and reduce the switching
nodes. This causes a much simpler architecture and
produces a hierarchy of telecom networks. A consolidation
of access and metro networks [5-6] is achieved in long reach
networks as illustrated in fig. 1. LR-PON reduces both
network capital expenditure (CapEx) and operating cost
(OpEx) [7].

Key Words: Optical Code Division Multiple Access
Network (OCDMA), Long Reach Passive Optical Network
(LR-PON), 2-D coding, Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOCs).
I.

Long Reach PON (LR-PON)

LR-PONs have usually larger split ratios. This results in the
reduction of the cost of the equipment because optical
components are shared by

INTRODUCTION

Wide scale deployment of fiber to the home (FTTH) at the
breakneck speed is the latest phenomenon in the access
network and it is developing a new type of passive optical
network (PON) that is beyond 20 km, called long-reach
(LR) PON [1-2]. This is flourishing due to the large
bandwidth demands in access network [3].
There are a number of optical access technologies used in
LR-PON from TDM to WDM to hybrid of TDM with other
technologies. Among these, OCDM is considered as a
potential candidate for future access network because it has
some advantages over other access solutions. It promises to
fulfill the rising demands of higher bandwidth and to
provide spectrally efficient access networks [4].

Fig. 1

By combining OCDMA with long reach access network, a
better and cost-effective solution can be developed for last
mile section. When both of these are blended, it can produce
a viable network solution that will have cost efficiency and
enhanced performance.

Simplified Long-Reach PON

each subscriber among customers. Thus the cost of the
equipment for each subscriber is reduced.
As per ITU-T standardization, Gigabit PON (GPON) is
designed for 60 km distance between Optical Line Terminal
(OLT) and farthest Optical Network Unit (ONU) with
maximum 1:64 split ratio [8]. To further increase the link
reach and coverage of OLT, optical amplifiers are to be used
in GPON. Researchers in 1990s were also interested in the
idea of extending the reach via intermediate optical
amplifiers [9]. However, the maximum reach of DenseWavelength-Division-Multiplexed-Passive-Optical-Network
(DWDM-PON) is limited due to chromatic dispersion [1011]. It can be mitigated by using several dispersion
compensating measures such as applying optical single

There are various coding schemes used in OCDMA
networks. Since 2-D codes have higher cardinality as
compared to 1-D codes, these will be used in the networks
having larger number of users. One of these 2-D codes is
prime/OOC code. It uses OOC code in the time domain and
prime coding is done for wavelength domain.
In this paper, LR-PON along with OCDMA is simulated.
Section II gives a brief overview of LR-PON. After that, 2D OCDMA code Prime/OOC OCDMA is discussed in
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sideband with carrier (OSSB+C) modulation, an optical
carrier suppression modulation, Chirped Fiber Bragg
Gratings (FBG) [12], and Dispersion Compensation Fiber
(DCF) [13]. In recent years Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs)
[14] and Dispersion Compensation Fiber (DCF) have been
identified as effective remedies for minimizing the effects of
chromatic dispersion and improving the bit error rates
(BER) [15].
In this proposed simulation, no any such dispersion
compensation techniques have been applied. Only power
boosting component EDFA is used.
Now the 2-D selected for this simulation is briefly described
in the following section to give a theoretical understanding.
III. 2-D Codes in OCDMA
In OCDMA, coding is done on signal by using time domain,
frequency domain or combination of both. Besides, space
and polarization are also two another dimensions used for
OCDMA coding. The later set of dimension is used when 3D are required to be developed.
In 1-D code, only one aspect is used to encrypt the data.
Like time spreading or frequency hopping. Their coding and
construction is simple. But 1-D codes have many problems.
Their cardinality is low and can sustain only limited number
of simultaneous users equivalent to their cardinality.
Secondly, if the codes use frequency spreading, then the no.
of subscribers is in direct proportion to the length of code or
in other words related to the frequency spreading. When the
number of subscribers grows, multiuser interference also
accumulates. Therefore the bit error rate also increases
forcing the system to reduce the number of simultaneously
communicating subscribers.
To overcome these shortcomings, many 2-D code families
have been developed in the past for time spreading and
wavelength hopping dimensions [16], [17]. Other
dimensions space and polarization are also used to
formulate 2-D and 3-D codes.
A 2-D code is represented by (m×n, w, λa, λc). m×n is a two
dimensional matrix consisting of rows and columns and m
represents the number of wavelengths and n is number of
time chips. It is also equal to the cod length. w is the weight
of the code, λa is the autocorrelation and λc is the crosscorrelation as defined below.

simultaneous users. The desired codes should have the
lowest cross-correlation in order to eliminate MAI.
Now let us discuss a new 2-D code family. This code
family, based on wavelength-time was introduced in prime /
OOC [18] with particular aim to increase the cardinality of
the code. In order to increase the number of codes of a code
family, cross-correlation was increased from 1 to 2. For this
purpose, (n, w, λa, 2) was used. This increased cardinality
can be useful in the applications where broadband services
are offered with different data rates. Construction details of
this code family can be found in the above reference. For
time spreading, OOC is applied and in the wavelength
domain, prime codes are used.
Cardinality of any OCDMA code can be defined by Ф(n, w,
λa , λc). For 1-D OOC, cardinality can be optimized as given
in equation 3.

(3)

For OOC (n, w, 2, 1), cardinality can be approximated by
the relation (4):

(4)

To complete the comparison, cardinality of OOC (n, w, 1,1)
is given in eq. 5
(5)
From these three relations, it can be verified that the
cardinality of OOC (n ,w, 1, 2) is the highest.
Now we will discuss prime codes that are widely used in
OCDMA.
For prime codes, cardinality is p2. The cardinality of the 2-D
Prime/OOC code can be defined as φ (n, w, 1, 2) × p2.
The performance of prime code in terms probability of error
at various values of prime number can be determined by the
relation (6)

(1)

(6)
Here p is the prime number and N is the number of
simultaneous users. Th represents the threshold value.
Performance curves for different values of p are given in
figure 2.

(2)
Where x ε {0,1}, τ is the chip duration (0 ≤ τ ≤ n-1) and ⊕
stands for modulo-n addition.
2-D codes also suffer from the same problem of low
cardinality. Therefore there is always a need for new codes
and new code families with good properties and having
large cardinality in order to cater to a large number of
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limited to 1 Gb/s. For wavelength hopping and encoding,
FBG filters are utilized with spectral width of 0.8 nm. A
series combination of FBG is used to get the desired
reflected spectral components constituting the 2-D
Table 1 Parameters used in OCDMA LR-PON simulation

Fig. 2

Parameter
SMF Length
Dispersion of SMF
Attenuation Coefficient
of SMF
Non
Linear
indexcoefficient of SMF
Responsivity of Photo
detector
Dark current of photo
detector
Spectral width
Data Rate
Noise Figure (NF) of
EDFA

Performance curves of Prime code

Figure 2 displays the behavior of prime codes. When you
increase the prime number, the performance increases and
the code can support increased number of simultaneously
active users.
If the value of prime number is increased, thereby
increasing the length of code, bit error rates falls. It means
that with lengthy codes, OCDMA network will provide a
better performance. Besides long codes will have lower
cross-correlation and therefore are suitable for application
where MAI is high and needs to be reduced. However,
lengthy codes result in increased complexity for the
network.
IV.

2.6 × 10-20 m2/W
1 A/W
10 nA
0.8 nm
1 Gb/s
4 dB

code. Since there are 4 marks in the code set, 4 FBGs are
added serially in the simulation to encode the signal.
To extend the reach of the OCDMA network from
conventional 20 km to very high distance of 100 km, an
optical amplifier is used to boost the sagging power in
between two sections of the fibers as shown in figure 3.

Simulation Setup

In this simulation, 2-D OCDMA encoding and decoding is
done. For the encoding in time spreading (13, 4, 1, 2) OOC
code is used and for wavelength hopping, prime code
having p equal to 7 is used. It means that no. of wavelengths
is seven but code weight is four. Therefore four wavelengths
will be used for encoding.

For the transmitter and receiver side, simple OOK
modulation format is employed to keep simulated
environment less complicated. The broadband sources for
both users have zero powers. At the receiver side, direct
detection is done.

Two codes have been used in this simulation for two users:
Code for user one is λ1 λ2 0 λ3 0 0 0 0 0 λ4 0 0 0 and for
second user is λ3 λ5 0 λ0 0 0 0 0 0 λ2 0 0 0. As it can be seen,
there are two common wavelengths between the two codes.
Therefore cross-correlation of this coding scheme is 2. The
reason for high value of cross-correlation is to enlarge the
coding set. Optical orthogonal coding is done in time

Fig. 3

Value
100 km
16.75 ps/nm/km
0.2 dB/km

Parameters used in this simulation are summarized in
table-1.
V.

Results and Analysis

Results of the simulation are presented here in the form of
BER curve against the received power detected by the
photodiodes. Both users have same

Simulation setup for OCDMA LR-PON

domain. For the encoding in time domain, optical fiber
delay line (FODL) is used. Since FODL can only support
high data rates of 1 Gb/s at maximum, therefore data rate is

Fig. 4
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BER diagram for two users

BER characteristics. At BER 10-9, received optical power is
around -25 dBm. Second user
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System Design for Prevention of Electricity Theft
Dr. Khawaja Riffat Hassan*,
Saleem Rashid*,MazharRaza**
National Transmission and Despatch Company Limited (NTDCL),
Pakistan*, Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC)**
A lot of methods have been developed so far to prevent
the theft of electricity [10-11]. One good approach is
given by [12] which involves measuring the total energy
units provided by the distribution transformer and then
comparing it with the sum of energy units consumed by
each meter, the difference tells about the units lost which
may be due to theft or line losses. Another method at [13]
uses the power line impedance technique, which involves
disconnection of subscribers and then a low voltage signal
of 2V at 150Hz is transmitted to the network to detect
impedance of the network. This impedance is then
compared with the installed impedance values and the
difference indicates the theft location with respect to the
location of genuine consumer. On the other hand [14]
proposes application of smart resistance, incorporated in
Smart Meter as a mode of detecting illegal electricity
usage. But very less work is available for development of
a system which is independent to eradicate the theft of
electric power mainly by direct rigging.
It is therefore vital to develop a durable system for
prevention of electricity theft. Keeping in view the
excessive losses and autonomy requirement, this system
has been developed which is self-sufficient to protect
against theft of electricity caused by direct rigging.
A.
chematic Diagram of System
The schematic diagram for the implementation of this
system is shown in figure 1 below:

Abstract
This paper describes the effective system developed for
the prevention of Electric Power theft caused by direct
rigging. The approach used is to make the electricity
useless at distribution transformers and to restore the
electricity to useful form by passing it through modified
Energy Meter which is exclusively responsible for
providing useful electricity to genuine consumers. This
can be achieved by stepping up voltage by a factor
‘k’(where k=2, 3, 4 ) on low tension side of distribution
transformer for short duration in each periodic interval
with the help of circuit developed at transformer side.
This rough form of voltage if used by direct rigging on
electric power conductor, would cause the damage to the
appliances. While the genuine consumer gets this supply
through modified Energy Meter, which has the ability to
detect this rough voltage waveform and convert it back to
normal voltage. In this way one of the major causes of
electricity theft can be controlled by very economical,
simple and technical approach. This circuit has much
flexibility in the design so it is less probable to develop a
remedy to bypass this design for pilfering.
Index Terms — Direct rigging, distribution transformer,
energy meter, electric power conductor.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theft of electric service is an issue that continues to
infect utilities across the world. Theft appears in many
forms, ranging from sophisticated electronic deception to
simply never paying a reasonable bill. As technologies
develop to accelerate and improve efficiency of metering
and billing, new methods arise to attempt to defraud
utilities. Besides the fact that electricity theft is a crime, it
also creates an unjustified burden for ratepayers, to whom
the cost associated directly with stolen energy and
associated revenue protection programs is often
distributed. Several reports indicate the prevalence of
electricity theft in developing countries range from 20 to
30% losses in the distribution network [1], whereas [2]
reported a wider range of 10 - 40% losses. Malaysia In
2004, recorded revenue losses as high as USD229 million
and in 2010-11 RM150 to 500 million a year [3-4].
Pakistan has also suffered a mammoth Rs.150 billion loss
on account of power theft and line losses in 2012-13[5].
Moreover the developed countries like USA and Canada
have also not been spared by this peril and have
documented huge revenue loss, that amounts to $6 billion
and $100 million, respectively, in 2010 [6-7]. Similarly
South Africa documented the revenue loss due to theft of
electric power ranging from R2.5 to R3.6 billion per year
on average, which in the year 2009 even increased to R4.0
billion [8-9].

Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of Design Circuit
It can be seen in the figure 1 that normal voltage supply
provided by distribution transformer is disturbed by the
auxiliary transformer intermittently, which if fed directly
to the equipment, causes damage to its insulation and thus
the equipment itself. The over voltage appears for short
duration which is customizable e.g. 3 to 5 seconds during
10 minutes interval. Moreover the magnitude of
overvoltage is configurable by varying the factor ‘k’. This
much customization enables to avoid any potential
remedy by the thieves of electric power to bypass
electricity theft protection system. Therefore the
possibility of using this form of power by direct rigging is
ruled out. While the same form of power after passing
through Energy Meter becomes useful for consumers. As
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the circuit designed for detecting the disturbed waveform
and converting it back to its normal form is implemented
in Energy Meter.

Auxiliary
Transformer

This method of disturbing electricity is very clean,
flexible and free from any considerable harmonics thus,
has no prominent effect on the reliability of power
system. Also the components used for designing the
circuits are elementary, ensure longer lifespan, and are
economical.

•
•

Switching
Circuit

Distribution
Transformer

AC/DC
Converter

II. DESIGN OF CIRCUITS
The design mainly consists of two sections

To The
Consumer
Meters

Voltage
Regulators

Control
Circuitry

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Transformer Side Circuit

a) Control Circuitry: This circuitry consists of two main
components of which one is microcontroller and
second one is Darlington pair. Microcontroller is used
here to control the duration of high voltage (440
Volts) pulses. Whereas the Darlington pair is used to
amplify the output current from microcontroller in
order to feed the appropriate current to switching
circuit. Both these circuits are explained below.

Transformer Side Circuit
Energy Meter Side Circuit

A. Design of Transformer Side Circuit
1) Simulation Diagram: Simulation diagram of the
circuit which will be explained ahead is shown below:

(b) Microcontroller: A microcontroller produces
periodic pulses to control the over voltage and normal
voltage in different intervals of time. This
microcontroller gives signal to Darlington pair which
in turn makes the relays RL1 and RL2 active or
inactive. The relays are fed through voltage regulator
U1 as shown in the figure 2.
As the current during the active condition of relays
flows through the Darlington pair, which itself draws
very small current i.e. µA from microcontroller.
Therefor micro-controller is protected against the
overloading.

Fig. 2. Circuit Diagram of Distribution Transformer side Section

2) Working Principle: The circuit on transformer side
produces the over voltage by switching the primary
winding of auxiliary transformer in parallel with a phase of
distribution transformer and its secondary in series with
load as shown in the figure 3.

(c) Darlington Pair: Darlington pair draws very small
current from microcontroller to drive relays when
high input signal is given by microcontroller.
As the current gain of Darlington pair is given as
...(1)
...(2)
If Q1 and Q2 are identical, then
...(3)

Fig. 3. Simulation for Producing Over Voltages

The circuit on the transformer side consists of only one
unit and works for each of the three phases periodically
by switching alternatively between the phases and hence
minimizing the cost of equipment required.

We know that the current gain is
...(4)

3)
Explanation: The block diagram of transformer side
circuit as shown below will be explained ahead. The block
diagram comprises of following components:
• Control circuitry
• Switching circuit
• Auxiliary transformer
• AC/DC converter
• Voltage regulators

...(5)
...(6)
For desired output current, input current can be found. In
order to limit the input Current to avoid the loading of
microcontroller, transistors of high gain should be
selected.
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(d) Switching Circuit: This circuit consists of relays
which control the switching of auxiliary transformer
and load. The detail of relays is as under:
(a) Relays: When the normal voltage is supplied to
load, all the relays are de-energized and the
connection of main supply and load is made
through normally closed (NC) contact of RL2.
When microcontroller gives high signal, both
relays are set active. Direct connection of main
supply to the load is terminated. At the same
time, voltage having value equal to sum of main
supply voltage and secondary winding of
auxiliary transformer is supplied to the load.
b) Auxiliary Transformer: Auxiliary transformer
increases the magnitude of supply voltage by a
factor of ‘k’ depending upon its turn ratio. It is
switched in the main circuit intermittently to
make the electricity unusable. In the figure 2 this
transformer is named as TR1.
c) AC/DC converter: AC/DC converter is used here
to supply the 12/5 volts DC. 12 volts are supplied
to switching circuit and 5 volts to the control
circuitry. It consists of following components:
i. Potential
Transformer
TR2:
Potential
transformer steps down the supply voltage to
value required by sensing circuit.
ii. Diode Bridge Rectifier: Diode Bridge Rectifier
converts ac supply to dc for power supply
requirements.
iii. Capacitor: Capacitor removes ripples from
rectified dc supply to make it smooth and
supplies power to voltage regulators.
iv.
Voltage Regulator: Voltage regulators provide
fix dc voltage to the relays for their proper
operation. Two voltage regulators (LM7805,
LM7812) are used to provide DC voltage to
relays and microcontroller.
B. Design of Energy Meter Side Circuit

2) Working Principle: The circuit on energy meter side
works by switching in a step down autotransformer during
the period when there is overvoltage detected from
transformer side to keep the voltage supplied to the load
equal to its nominal value.
The purpose of this circuit is to
Sense the voltage level of main supply.

•
•

Switch the auto transformer in the circuit in
order to provide nominal voltage to the load
during over voltage period.

•

Switch the auto transformer out of circuit at the
end of over voltage period.

3) Explanation: The block diagram of energy meter
side circuit as shown in figure 6 will be explained ahead.
Distribution
Transformer
Side Circuit

Voltage Sensing
Circuit

Auto
Transformer

To the Load

Switching
Circuit
Fig. 6.

Block Diagram of Energy Meter Side Circuit

The block diagram comprises of following components:
•
•
•

Voltage sensing circuit
Switching circuit
Autotransformer

a) Voltage Sensing Circuit: This circuit is designed such
that it gives dc volts analogous to the ac volts at its input
side. A transformer, bridge rectifier and capacitor gives
DC voltage proportional to AC voltage value of main
supply.
This voltage is sensed by Zener regulators. For over
voltage, D5 and D6 have greater value of voltage across
them, which is enough to turn the relays K1 and K2 ON
as shown in the figure 5. These two relays are connected
in such a way that the load has nominal value of voltage
across it due to step down action of auto transformer.

1) Simulation Diagram: Actual simulation diagram of
meter side circuit for single phase is shown in figure 5.

At the same time, D7 has enough value of voltage to take
transistor Q1 in saturation state. As coil of relay K3 is
connected to collector and emitter terminals, the only
voltage that appears across it will be VEC (sat). This
voltage is not enough to operate Relay contact K3. Thus
during the over voltage period, K3 is kept de-energized.
In order to ensure proper operation of voltage sensing
circuit, first it would be evaluated at over voltage and
normal voltage conditions:
(a) Over Voltage Calculation: Let L1 be the coil of relay
connected in parallel with D1 Zener diode, as shown in the
figure 7, and
be the voltage required to operate relay
then,
Fig. 5.

Simulation Diagram of Meter Side Circuit

...(7)
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(a) Normal Voltage Calculation: Let the over
voltage
Where y is the factor by which over voltage will be
generated and depends upon the ratio of auto transformer.
If auto transformer ratio is 1:1, then y =2. If it is 1:2, then
y =3 and so on.
Fig. 7.

Zener Voltage Regulator

At normal voltage supply, voltage across capacitor will be
reduced by a factor of z i.e.

through relay coil will be

Current

...(18)

...(8)
Here

If z = 2, then

is the resistance of the coil.

Now the current

...(19)

through the resistor R will be
...(9)

Here
practically.

Let under normal condition of supply voltage, the
voltages across
Zener
diodes and
transistor
are
,

is current through Zener diode determined

and

During over voltage condition the voltage across the
resistance and zener diode in figure 7 will be

Now currents through R1, R2, R3 and Q1 will be
determined by the following equations

...(10)
Substituting value of
we have

.

...(20)

from equation 9 to equation 10,

...(21)

...(11)
If the ripple factor is , then the ripple voltage

will be

...(22)

...(12)
...(23)
And the peak value of ripple voltage

will be
...(13)

During the normal voltage, the maximum current drawn
will be

The peak value of input voltage will be

...(24)
...(14)
The current through R3, in figure 5, will be

When transition occurs from over voltage to normal
voltage, voltage across capacitor varies from

...(15)

to
. For a continuous supply to
load, time of this transition must be short enough to avoid
low voltage to load. During this transition, current is
provided by the capacitor only (due to reverse biased
diodes).

The current passing through transistor Q1 will be
...(16)

Here
maximum current

Current supplied to the rest of the circuit by the capacitor
also varies as the voltage across capacitor drops from
to
, and the variation of current

During the over voltage, the
drawn from supply will be
...(17)

Here

will be from

to

.

As we know that

.

...(25)
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Here for the sake of simplicity, we take the average value
of currents
and .

...(34)

...(26)

Here

is voltage drop across single diode.

The RMS value of ac voltage can be found by

And

...(35)

...(27)
If the transient time is limited to 15 milliseconds, and the
change in voltage is 5V, then approximate value of
Capacitor will be

And the current rating of transformer will be
Hence

...(28)

...(36)

...(29)

Due to use of bridge diode rectifier, the transformer
utilization factor becomes 81% [16].
So VA rating of potential transformer will be

This sensing circuit has following components:
•

AC/DC Converter

•

Zener Diodes

(b) AC/DC Converter: AC/DC converter is used in
meter side circuit to provide appropriate dc voltage to
Zener diode, so that Zener could detect the voltage level. It
has following components:

...(37)

VA rating of potential transformer

...(38)
)

(i) Potential
Transformer:
The
potential
transformer steps down the nominal ac voltage to
permissible lower voltage, so that this lower voltage can
further be used for conversion into DC by using bridge
rectifier.

(ii) Diode Bridge Rectifier: Diode Bridge Rectifier
converts ac voltage to dc for power supply requirements.
(iii) Capacitor: Capacitor removes ripples from
rectified dc supply to make it smooth. The value of
capacitor C1 as shown in figure 5 should be large enough
so that it can provide DC voltage to the Zener regulator.
But at the same time it should not be very large to cause
unnecessary time delay during the transition of voltages.

Now, as maximum current drawn by the sensing circuit is
during the overvoltage condition i.e.
So load Resistance for capacitor will be
...(30)

To find the value of ripple factor
relationship for 50 Hz

VA rating of potential transformer

(c) Zener Diodes: Zener diodes are used here for
sensing purpose. They have specific DC voltage across
them during the normal and overvoltage AC conditions,
which help them to energize or de-energize the coils of
relays as required.

we use the following
...(31)

b) Switching Circuit: it consists of three relays K1,
K2 and K3 as shown in figure 5. Its operation depends
upon the dc voltage supplied by the sensing circuit to the
relay coils.
During normal voltage level of main supply the voltage
across D5, D6 and D7 will not be able to operate the
relays K1 and K2. So the relays K1 and K2 will remain
de-energized and the auto transformer is out of the circuit.
At the same time, the transistor Q1 gets out of saturation
state and VEC will become large enough to operate K3. As
a result K3 makes the direct connection of the load with
the main supply.

For excellent power supply ripple voltage must be less
than the 5% [15].
So,

...(32)
And the peak value of ripple voltage
...(33)

The calculation of overvoltage and under voltage for
relays K1 and K2 have already been discussed under the
section of voltage sensing circuit.

The peak value of input voltage will be
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c)
Autotransformer: The purpose of autotransformer
is to step down the voltage during over voltage condition
to provide nominal voltage to the load (domestic
consumer) uninterruptedly. Auto transformer must have
turn ratio of (1/y) in order to provide nominal voltage to
the load. As KVA for each Domestic connection is
selected as 6 KVA, so required KVA rating of auto
transformer will be (6KVA/y) [17].
As the auto transformer will be used for short period of
time so the required KVA for auto transformer will be
reduced by a factor specified by the manufacturer.
If reduction factor is ‘L’, then
VA rating required for auto transformer = L(6KVA/y)
Where L is less than or equal to unity.

Fig. 8. Exterior View of Fabricated Circuits

III. MODIFICATION IN DESIGN
The voltage sensing circuit on meter side has been
designed for voltage variation of 200V to 320V. In
Pakistan sometimes voltage drops up to 160V in some
areas due to long length of feeders. In order for the circuit
to work in this condition, there are two solutions.
4) Redesign the Circuit: Redesign the complete circuit
for minimum voltage level of 160V. In this method all
parameters of the circuit will have to be designed
according to the requirement.
5) Change the Turn Ratio of Potential Transformer:
Increase the sensing voltage by increasing the turn ratio of
potential transformer in order to step up the voltage to a
value required by the sensing circuit. The ratio of
transformer selected for minimum voltage i.e. 200V of
design is 50:1

Fig. 9. Interior View of Transformer side Circuit

For 200V secondary voltage will be

For 160V secondary voltage must also be 4V for proper
working of sensing circuit. Turn ratio can be calculated as

Fig. 10. Interior View of Meter side Circuit

V. CONCLUSION
So the turn ratio should be 40:1 for 160V input.

a.

IV. FINAL FABRICATED PROTOTYPE CIRCUITS

Cost/Benefit Ratio

Cost to benefit ratio is calculated in order to estimate the
value of practical implementation of the project. In this
report, cost to benefit ratio has been calculated for
Peshawar Electric Supply Company (PESCO) in order to
indicate the importance of project.

The proposed system was not only simulated using
MATLAB, NI Multisim 10, Keil µVision 3 and Proteus
7.6 Professional, but also fabricated. The final outlook of
the circuits is shown in the pictures below:
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I)

PESCO Cost to Benefit Ratio Analysis:

The cost to benefit ratio has been calculated for domestic,
commercial and agricultural customers as follows.
From [18] the sum of the above mentioned consumers is
given as

Similarly, the cost for the total transformer circuits
installed can be calculated as

a) Energy Meter Circuit Cost
TABLE I. ENERGY METER CIRCUIT COST
Where
Sr. No.

Components

Cost (Rs.)

1.

Potential Transformer (PT)

50

2.

Diodes

8

3.

Capacitor

6

4.

Resistor

2

5.

Zener Diode

12

6.

Transistor

2

7.

Relays

8.

Autotransformer

375

9.

Circuit Manufacturing Cost

50

Hence

140*3 = 420

Total cost

Now the Grand total of cost is given as

925
The following data for losses is collected for ten months.
Now the total losses will be calculated as follows,

b) Transformer Circuit Cost
TABLE II. TRANSFORMER CIRCUIT COST
Sr. No.
1.

Components
Relays

Cost (Rs.)
500

2.

Potential Transformer (PT)

3.

Diodes

8

4.

Capacitor

10

5.

Transistor

4

6.

Voltage Regulators

10

7.

Microcontroller

70

8.

Auxiliary Transformer

4900

9.

Manufacturing Cost

400

10.

Installation Cost

5000

Total cost

11052

Now, the actual losses of 3.5% will be subtracted from
total losses to get the theft losses. [18]

150

If the cost per unit (KWh) is Rs. 10 then

This is loss for ten months, and then loss for a year will be
calculated as,
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Since the component having minimum life used in the
circuit is relay that has life span of
number of
operations (available in the market). The relay operates
ones a ten minutes, it will operate 144 times a day. So the
number of relay operations in a year will be,

of developing the gap between supply and demand of
electrical energy in Pakistan. This project addresses
precisely the same problem with appropriate solution.
Following are the actual results for the waveforms at the
output of the energy meter side circuit when the output of
distribution transformer side circuit changes from normal
to overvoltage and overvoltage to normal. These
waveforms are obtained by the simulation performed in
NI Multisim 10.0 and Proteus 7.6 Professional.

Hence the total life of a relay and the circuit will be,

Considering safety margin, it is assumed that relay has a
life span of 15 years for this project.
Now,
Total

revenue

loss

due

to

theft

for

15

years

This revenue loss can be recovered as a benefit if the
designed circuit is implemented.
Hence,
Fig. 11. Output of Energy Meter Side Circuit during Normal Voltage to
Overvoltage Transition at the Output of Transformer Side Circuit.

6) Calculation for the Recovery Period of Initial Cost:
This calculation gives the time period in which this project
will recover its initial cost after its implementation. First of
all monthly loss will be calculated then total cost will be
divided by this monthly loss to get the recoveپry period in
months.

Hence,

Fig. 12. Output of Energy Meter Side Circuit during Overvoltage to
Normal Voltage Transition at the Output of Distribution
Transformer Side Circuit.

So the circuit’s initial cost will be recovered in almost 45
days.
B. Results
In this Project the goal was to make the distribution
system efficient enough to prevent theft of electricity.
Distribution Loss due to theft is one of the major reasons

Fig. 13. Normal Voltage to Overvoltage Transition at the Output of
Distribution Transformer Side Circuit.
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Fig. 14. Overvoltage to Normal Voltage Transition at the Output of
Distribution Transformer Side Circuit.

This project has the following major Benefits in it:
•
•
•
i)

Flexible Solution
Cost Effective
No Human Intervention

[10] N. Solomon, C. Joseph, “A methodology for the
design of an electricity theft monitoring system”,
Theoretical and applied information tech. J., vol. 26,
2011, pp. 112-117.

Flexible Solution: The solution is not only unique
but also flexible in the manner that switching
intervals and pulse voltage magnitude are
customizable, which provides protection against
design theft.

[11] A. Rahul, D.Sapatarshi, and A. Naveen, “Design and
development of vigilant energy metering system and
its application”, Proc. Student conf. on research and
development. Putrajaya, 2003, pp. 15-18.

ii)

Cost Effective: The design is also cost effective
as depicted by the cost to benefit ratio (cost
recovers in almost 45 days) results.

iii)

No Human Intervention: The circuit makes the
distribution system self-efficient to avoid theft of
electricity. Hence the human intervention (Linemen, meter reader) is no more encountered.
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avoid this method as it has limitations of clock frequency
resolution especially at low phase differences. Our proposed
circuit is simple and robust and such a circuit, to the best of
our knowledge, has not been presented before.
2. METHOD:WORKING
OF
THE
PROPOSED
CIRCUIT

Abstract
This research paper presents a simple and cost-efficient
circuit to measure the phase difference between two
sinusoidal signals. We have proposed a method that
converts the phase-difference into a DC voltage. A
mathematical relationship between the phase difference and
the DC voltage is also developed. Simulations of the
proposed circuit at various phase-angles are presented, the
simulation results agrees with the theoretical analysis.

Fig. 1 presents the proposed circuit where the main powercircuit consist of an ac voltage source, vin, a current-sensing
resistor Rsen, and an ac load comprising of load inductance
LL and load resistance RL. As the main power-circuit input
current, iin, flows through the circuit, it is the phase
difference between vin and iin that is required to measured.
The remaining parts of the proposed circuit will be
presented as follows.

Index Terms–Power factor, Phase meter, AC load, PWM
technique.
1. INTRODUCTION
The phase difference between two sinusoidal signals can be
measured by a number of methods [1-9]. M.Salamon and B.
Jarc [1] have discussed the simulation results of a signalphase meter. The authors have claimed a precise signalphase meter with accuracy more than 0.02%. In addition,
the authors have listed a few limitations of the proposed
signal-phase meter including prior frequency information,
and that the signal factors such; amplitude, phase,
frequency, and offset voltage, should have a small rate of
change and the change ought be modest. N. M. Vucijak and
L. V. Saranovac [2] have proposed two algorithms named
as, the simple algorithm (SAL) and a modified SAL
(MSAL), for computing phase difference between two
sinusoidal signals. B. Djokic and E. So have reported a
nonsynchronous multirate digital filtering [3] algorithm that
determines that phase angle of deformed periodic signals.
The authors proposed a method that functions for a broad
bandwidth while maintaining its accuracy. Earlier, S.-J. Lee
et al [4] had evaluated a phase detecting technique for PWM
rectifiers. While using rectifiers the voltage signal for the
supply source is deformed, therefore, the true phase angle
between source voltage and current becomes critical. The
distortion of the source signal had been approached by
applying active filters. M. A. Elela and M. Alturaigi [5]
proposed a frequency-insensitive phase meter, where the
phase to be measured was converted into a frequency. The
frequency was measured to find the phase. R. Micheletti
showed the digitizing of two sinusoidal signals and
proposed an algorithm that measures the phase angle by
least-square method [6].

2.1 Zero-crossing detection
One component that is used in most phase angle detection
circuits is the zero-crossing detector (ZCD). The ZCD may
be used as a reference or as an agent to detect the instant any
electric signal crosses zero volts or amperes. The zerocrossing component in itself is a circuit and many
researchers have proposed various circuit schemes and
algorithms for detecting the time at which a signal
experiences a zero-crossing [10]-[13]. In this research paper
a conventional ZCD as presented in [13] is utilized. To
detect the zero crossing of the signals, vin and iin, two
independent ZCDs are connected. Reference to Fig. 1, the
first ZCD is labeled as circuit-A and it is connected between
vin and ground. Circuit-A is used to detect the zero-crossing
of the vin signal. The second ZCD is labeled as circuit-B, it
is used to detect the zero crossing of the current signal iin.
The voltage appearing across the input terminal of circuit-B
is given as, vRsen = iin × Rsen. The resistor Rsen should have an
insignificant value compared to the ac load. As a
consequence, the voltage vRsen is trivial and has to be
amplified before zero-crossing of the current iin can be
detected.
Fig. 2 depicts the detail schematics of circuit-A and -B, in
both figures conventional ZCD as suggested in [13] has
been utilized. Fig. 2(a) displays the details of circuit-A
which circuit produces a pulse of short duration every time
the input signal i.e., vin crosses zero-volts. The output signal
of circuit-A is labeled as vv-zcd. Fig. 2(b) shows the internal
circuitry of circuit-B that consists of a voltage follower,
voltage amplifier, and a ZCD. The input voltage vRsen is
applied to an operational amplifier based voltage follower.
The voltage follower will serve to isolate the low resistance,
Rsen, from the non-inverting amplifier and ZCD. Essentially,
only the voltage across Rsen is transferred to the amplifier.
The non-inverting amplifier is applied to amplify the trivial
voltage of vRsen. Succeeding the non-inverting amplifier is a

Two interesting independent research papers, the first by S.
M. Mahmud et al [7] and the second produced by K. M.
Ibrahim and M. A. H. Abdul-karim [8], demonstrates the
application of the dual-slop method for determining the
phase angle between two periodic signals however. A
classical method to measure the phase difference is to count
the number of pulses in the time interval between zerocrossing of the voltage and current signal [9]. We tend to
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volts. Since vi-zcd is connected to the R-pin of the R-S flip
flop, the short duration pulse on vi-zcd resets the vpwm to logic
zero. From time t1 to T/2 the vpwm remains at logic zero. In
fig. 3, the trace vpwm represents the output-Q of the R-S flip
flop. It is observed that that on state (logic one) of vpwm
varies directly proportionally with the phase difference
between vin and iin. From t = 0 to t1 the amplitude of vpwm is
VP volts.

conventional ZCD. The output of the ZCD of circuit-B is
labeled as vi-zcd.
Fig. 3 displays an exemplary timing waveforms of the
proposed circuit, where the traces vin, and iin represent the
input voltage and current signal, respectively. The time
period of input voltage vin is represented as T. The phase
difference between vin, and iin is presented by θ. The traces
vv-zcd and vi-zcd are the output signal of circuit-A and -B,
receptively. Signals vv-zcd and vi-zcd both exhibit a pulse of
amplitude VDD volts every-time signals vin, and iin
experience a zero-crossing, respectively. The remaining

2.3 PWM to DC voltage converter
The PWM to DC voltage converter stage shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 5 The proposed circuit to measure phase difference between vin and iin.

Fig. 6 Conventional ZCD circuitry [13], where (a) shows details of circuit-A, and (b) shows details of circuit-B.

traces vpwm, and vout will be discussed in the following
sub-sections.
2.2 PWM Generation Using R-S Flip Flop
The R-S flip flop circuit shown in Fig. 1, is a sequential
circuit created with the help of two NOR gates. Table I
exhibits the truth-table for a R-S flip flop [14]. Briefly,
the R-S flip flop output-Q with be logic one when input
terminals S and R are logic one and zero, respectively.
Likewise, the output-Q will be logic zero when S and R
are logic zero and one, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1,
the signal vv-zcd is connected to the set-pin (S-pin) and
signal vi-zcd is connected to the reset-pin (R-pin), of the RS flip flop. The output of the R-S flip flop i.e., output-Q is
labeled as vpwm. Reference to fig. 3, at time t = 0, the input
voltage vin crosses a zero volt, the signal vv-zcd produces a
voltage pulse of VDD volts for a short duration
(approximately 200µs). Since vv-zcd is connected to the Spin of the R-S flip flop, the short duration pulse on vv-zcd
sets the vpwm to logic one. At time t1, the signal iin crosses
a zero, the signal vi-zcd produces a voltage pulse of VDD
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consists of a resistor Rout and capacitor Cout circuit. The
Zener diode is used for over-voltage protection. The input
of the PWM to DC voltage converter stage is the signal
vpwm, whereas, the output of the PWM to DC voltage
converter stage is vout. As shown in fig. 3, the time period
of the signal vpwm is T/2. From circuit theory it is know
that for a RC circuit, as in the PWM to DC voltage
converter stage, if 5×Rout × Cout >> T/2, then the voltage
vout appearing across the capacitor Cout can be expressed
as,

vout =

1
Rout Cout

∫

T /2

0

vpwm dt

(4)

With reference to fig. 3, vpwm can be expressed as,

vpwm =

{ V0

P

for 0<t<t 1
for t1 < t < T/2

Therefore, (1) can be rewritten as,

(5)

vout =

=

=

1
Rout Cout
1

(∫

t
1

0

T /2

VP dt + ∫ 0dt
t
1

)

t
1

Rout Cout
VP
Rout Cout

(6)

∫ V dt

(7)

(t )

(8)

P

0

1

Since θ =ωt, therefore,

t1 =

θ

(9)

ω

Fig. 7 The proposed circuit exemplary timing waveforms of vin, iin, vv-zcd,
vi-zcd, vpwm, and vout.

Fig. 8 Waveforms of vin, iin, vv-zcd, vi-zcd, vpwm, and vout. The value of vout changes as the phase difference changes. (a) when phase difference is 20○deg (b) when
phase difference is 60 o deg (c) when phase difference is 88o deg.

Therefore, (5) can be rewritten as,

vout =

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

VPθ

The proposed circuit presented in Fig. 1 was built and simulated
in Proteus Virtual System Modeling (VSM)TM software from
Labcenter ElectronicsTM. Proteus VSMTM had been selected as it
routines mixed mode SPICE circuit simulations. The circuit
parameters are set as follows; Vin = 220V(rms), time period of
Vin i.e., T = 20ms, Rsen = 1Ω, LL = 100mH, RL is variable from
zero to 2600Ω . To apply (1), the condition 5× Rout ×Cout >>
T/2, has to be maintained, therefore Rout is selected as 1kΩ and
Cout as 570µF. The voltage VP is set to 5V. The output voltage
vout is measured using a DC voltage meter. The phase angle is

(10)

Rout Cout ω

That is, the phase angle θ can be expressed in terms of vout can
be expressed as, by rearranging (7),

θ=

ω Rout Cout vout
VP

=

2π fRout Cout vout

(11)

VP
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evaluated by placing the measured value of vout in (8) and
solving for θ. Fig. 4 demonstrates the response of the proposed
circuit for four different values of phase angle. The phase angle
had been varied by varying the value of RL. The figures presents
the waveforms of vin, iin, vv-zcd, vi-zcd, vpwm, and vout for different
values of RL. For Fig. 4(a), RL = 86Ω, as seen vout = 0.581V,
placing this value of vout in (8) reveals θ = 20○deg. At the same
time, the phase angle can be calculated from the formula,

5.
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